
In order to ensure that your function is unforgettable for all the right 
reasons, we would respectfully draw your attention to certain requirements 
that should be met in order that we can put on the best possible 
performance. 

Please note the performance area must be a hard and level space. 

Space for the four members of the group, speakers and lighting 
equipment, please see diagram below. 
 
Please note the performance area MUST BE a hard and level space 
Performance area minimum sizes are, width of 16’ (4.9m) depth of 10’ 
(3m). Most hall/function rooms should meet these criteria. 

 

 
Special attention should be paid to marquee events. Our experience is that 
sometimes the erectors place demountable dance floors too close to the 
back wall leaving insufficient space for the band. 



If we are to set up at floor level, we have to encroach onto the dance floor. 
This can present possible trip hazards to your guests. To prevent this most 
marquee suppliers can provide modular staging at very modest cost. 
 
Suitable mains power should be provided within easy reach of the 
performance area. We operate on a minimum of four 13A mains sockets, 
however more sockets will give us the opportunity to spread the electrical 
load. 
For marquee events powered by a generator, please check with the hire 
company that the generator output will be adequate. We recommend 
20KVA. 
 
PLEASE NOTE 
Wi-Fi interference 
 
We use the latest digital equipment and this uses Wi-Fi signals to send 
audio to and from our mixing desk. Some venues are set up with Wi-Fi 
boosters in the performance area. This may impact on the use of said 
equipment. If measures can be taken to reduce the impact, we recommend 
doing so. We carry back up equipment for venues where Wi-Fi is heavily 
present but this may affect the performance, as we may need to use wired 
equipment reducing our freedom to move about the stage. 
 
Please contact us if you feel your venue may be effected by WI-FI 
presence and we can look at a solution. 
 
Thanks 
 
Just Take That 
Just Robbie and Gary 
Just Gary Barlow 


